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Description
Stefano Morello writes:
Dear AC team -- below is my request to install a plugin that acts as a companion for the OneTone theme that I am currently using on
the CCDA website (www.cuny.is/CCDA)
Please let me know if more details are needed.
Grazie mille!
- What's the name of the plugin/theme?
OneTone Companion (
https://commons.gc.cuny.edu/wp-admin/network/update.php?action=install-plugin&plugin=onetone-companion&_wpnonce=5ed417e
e91) plugin
- In a few words, what does it do?
Provides more option for the OneTone Theme currently installed on the Commons
- How is the plugin/theme different from what's already provided on the Commons?
Nothing of the sorts is currently provided
- What's the potential impact? Who will use it?
Potentially any site that uses the OneTone theme
- Who initially made the request
Stefano Morello, working on a project for Steve Brier
- Who is the plugin author?
MageeWP
- Say a little bit about the release history and popularity of the plugin. How many times has it been downloaded? When was it last
updated?
Last updated a month ago, over 10,000 active installations, the MageeWP team is quite pro-active in updating their themes and
plugins, and in providing support.
History
#1 - 2018-06-25 12:41 PM - Boone Gorges
- Assignee set to Raymond Hoh
- Target version set to 1.13.4
For reference, the plugin URL is https://wordpress.org/plugins/onetone-companion/
Ray, can you remind me whether we have a technique for showing a plugin only when a certain theme is active? Or perhaps we should auto-activate
this plugin when the OneTone theme is being used?
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#2 - 2018-06-25 01:55 PM - Raymond Hoh

Ray, can you remind me whether we have a technique for showing a plugin only when a certain theme is active? Or perhaps we should
auto-activate this plugin when the OneTone theme is being used?
Yes to both. See https://redmine.gc.cuny.edu/issues/4966#note-18
I can make sure that the onetone-companion plugin is auto-activated when the onetone theme is enabled.
#3 - 2018-06-25 04:55 PM - Boone Gorges

I can make sure that the onetone-companion plugin is auto-activated when the onetone theme is enabled.
Yeah, this seems like the best way forward. Thanks!
#4 - 2018-06-25 08:12 PM - Raymond Hoh
- Status changed from New to Staged for Production Release
onetone-companion plugin added in https://github.com/cuny-academic-commons/cac/commit/c5ec9e2685851581d43cbc675deea24c1b349809
Also, added onetone-companion plugin to the onetone theme activation routine here https://github.com/cuny-academic-commons/cac/commit/6f1acdb24e48e0637ac93efc7eb9c53382ad6eaf
After the next maintenance release tomorrow, the onetone-companion plugin can be manually enabled on sites where the onetone theme is already
active. If another site activates the onetone theme, the onetone-companion plugin will be automatically activated as well.
#5 - 2018-06-26 12:00 PM - Boone Gorges
- Status changed from Staged for Production Release to Resolved
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